
TRACKING WITH HYBRID-DRIVE ACTIVE VISION

In the late eighties a new paradigm.was born on the back
of increased computer processing power, known as Ac
tive [Aloimonos et aI., 1988] or Animate [Ballard, 1991]
Vision. It was founded on the notion of dynamic percep
tion, where the act of sensing was intimately intertwined
with action [Brooks, 1992]. More precisely it is the pro
cess of extracting meaningful information about a scene
through the strategic movement of vision sensors. It is in
stark conceptual contrast to the passive approach which
attempts to reconstruct 3D models of a scene from static
images. The advantages of the active approach over the
passive include full panoramic range of view, foveal vi
sion, stereo fusion and the ability to obtain moving im
ages of static scenes [Rougeaux, 1999].

Without a doubt, Active Vision has been largely in-

Figure 1: HyDrA

spired by the principles displayed in biological vision
systems. The concepts it has laid claim to in the field
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in which a human head is tracked in a cluttered environ
ment.The work in this paper demonstrates effec

tive tracking in an everyday environment with
hybrid-drive active vision. We base our ap
proach on the assumption that to efficiently
perceive an unknown, unconstrained, poten
tially evolving environment, the observing sys
tem must be able to process and act on
gathered visual information as it happens in
real-time. Moreov,er, we endow the robot's
tracking system with two behavioural sub
groups, saccade and smooth pursuit and show
that saccade time and motion smoothness
can be optimised through the use of a sin
gle trapezoidal profile motion (TPM) algo
rithm. In this way, the simplicity and com
pactness of the controller's design is improved.
To demonstrate this, we present a 4 degree of
freedom binocular active vision platform, nick
named HyDrA, that .uses cable-drive technol
ogy to minimise mass-in-motion and hence im
prove performance. By combining template
matching and TPM control, we show that Hy
DrA can detect and track the motion of an ar
bitrary object as it moves within a cluttered
scene.

1 Introduction
This paper presents an active sensor for use in hu
man/robot interaction and autonomous robot navigation
called HyDrA (for Hybrid Drive active vision). It takes
the view that the most important sensory faculty that
can be endowed upon a robot destined for interaction
with humans and human environments, be that for ges
ture recognition or navigation, is visual perception. The
work undertaken on HyDrA described here is to prove
that cable drive and TPM control are relevant and capa
ble technologies in Active Vision systems. It will briefly
outline the Active Vision concept and then introduce ca
ble drive and TPM. Finally, it· will present experiments
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of robotics are common to many biological organisms
ranging from insects to mammals. Nevertheless, per
haps out of some perceived introspective knowledge, it
is the human ocular system that the vast majority of
platforms have attempted to mimi'c. These are char
acterised by a pair of cameras that can rotate either
symmetrically for control of vergence [Ferrier and Clark,
1993], or independently to achieve both vergence and
version [Sharkey et al., 1993] with-in an independently
controlled tilt plane. For more information, on other
leading platforms see [Pahlavan et al., 1996; Maki, 1996;
Sharkeyet al., 1993; Reid and Beardsley, 1995; Reid and
Murray, 1996; Murray et al., 1995; Murray et al., 1997;
Rougeaux and Kuniyoshi, 1998]

In addition to the mechatronic design, the control strate
gies employed in Active Vision are also inspired by bi
ological systems. Particularly, saccade and smooth pur
suit are two very important ocular reflexes that active
platforms have adopted. Saccades involve rapid point to
point motion between areas of interest in a scene such
as when 'a new target is fixated. To smoothly follow a
moving object however, a different strategy is employed..
Smooth pursuit is the act of tracking the movement
of such an object. This involves moving the "eyes" to
keep the target centered in the field of view as it moves
through the observed scene.

Attention is now turned to HyDrA's mechanical and con
trol implementation.

2 HyDrA
HyDrA is a high-performance binocular head developed
in our laboratory at the Australian National University
and exhibits similar properties to the human vision sys
tem in that it has:

• Binocular Vision. HyDrA carries two cameras for
stereo fusion.

• Four mechanical degrees of freedom. HyDrA
can control the cameras in vergence and version as
well as tilt. A neck allows for pan.

• High Dynamic Performance. HyDrA's rota
tional velocities and accelerations are comparab~e

to human vision system capabilities and allow for
fast target 'acquisition and saccade. In particular
its vergence and tilt joints can achieve velocities in
excess of 4500 .8-1 at accelerations of 200000 .8-2 .

• High Precision. Speed and position can be con
trolled to a high degree of precision for saccade,
smooth pursuit and fixation.

The fundamentals of the design are heavily influenced by
the mechanics of the human vision system which is by
definition binocular, light weight and agile. This agility
is attributable to the advantageous inertial properties
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of the eye, the considerable acceleration of the ocular
muscles and the layout of these muscles around the eye'
which allow for each degree of freedom to be driven in
dependently and unburdened by' the extra weight of the
co-members in the system. To help simulate these prop
erties HyDrA makes use of cable-drive mechanisms to
reduce mass-in-motion and hence enhance the inertial
properties of the head in addition to improving response
and precision.

2.1 Cable Drive
Brooks et ale (1997) reported that by relocating the joint
motors to a fixed off-board location, high-performance
could be achieved through a small low-inertia 'eye', with
out incurring the high cost, complexity or weight of more
traditional approaches. The idea was that joints were
linked to ,their respective motors by light.;.weight high
tensile cables so that no motors were required to be
moved about any axis.

Cable drive has proven to be an effective means of mo
tive force in robotic applications ,such as manipulators
[Townsend'and Salisbury, 1993]. In principle it involves
the transferral of power from a motor to a final moving
component via a series of cable wrapped pinions and pul
leys. The cables are fixed at both ends and in the case of
the bevel gear used in HyDrA relies dn the terminators
to apply torque to the drive-train (see Fig. 2). Obvi
ously the point-to-point angle of rotation is restricted

Figure 2: Picture of HyDrA's cable drive bevel gear, with
terminators

by the length of the cable, but in light of simulating hu
manoid vision this is not adisadvantage. In addition
to being comparatively light-weight, several benefits are
bequeathed to cable driven transmissions. Joints incur:



• No backlash. Standard, low-cost gear mechanisms
suffer from significant backlash relative to the de
sired angular resolution in active vision systems.
Cable drive removes the need for performance com
promise or expensive solutions to backlash prob
lems.

• No slippage. They are free from problems of com
pliance found in belt-drive and certain gear systems.

• No need for lubrication. They are free of friction
arising from tooth meshing and are thus suitable for
rapid motion with out the need for lubrication.

• Very little loss. Cable wrapped joints only incur
rolling friction which is high efficiency. As a result
transmission efficiency is very high (typically 96%).

In the case of HyDrA both cable and harmonic drive
transmissions are used. In particular its pan and tilt
joints are cable driven and its vergence joints carry
harmonic drive motors: hence hybrid drive. (see figure 1).

2.2 HyDrA's mechanics and performance
specifications

HyDrA has 4 degrees of freedom where the cameras are
implemented in the Helmholtz configuration, sharing a
common tilt plane but mounted on separate vergence
axes. In this· way, they are free to move independently
of each other with-in the tilt plane allowing for both
vergence and version control. To further increase the
potential field of view a neck has been implemented to
allow for pan.

HyDrA can achieve peak velocities and accelerations
comparable to the human eye, where high-speed degrees
of freedom are simulated by the tilt and vergence axes.
Each joint is powered by a DC motor which allows for
velocities in excess of 450° .S-1 for tilt and vergence at
accelerations of up to 200000 .s-2 . In addition high reso
lution encoders allow for very precise position and veloc
ity control. Table 2.1 summarises HyDrA's mechanical
performance parameters.

Axis Pan Tilt Vergence
Max Velocity 350° .8-1 470° .8~ 1 450° .8-1

Max Accel 16000° .8-2 16000° .8-2 20000° .8-2

Angular Res 0.0018° 0.0018° 0.0018°

Axis Range 180° 180° 180 0

Table 1: Key performance parameters for HyDrA

3 Control
HyDrA's controller is an extension of preliminary work
undertaken by Murray et ale (1992) on TPM. In par
ticular our approach allows for the implementation of a
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single algorithm for both saccade and smooth pursuit,
enhancing the simplicity and compactness of the con
troller's design.

In theory, TPM can provide both the quickest and the
smoothest possible state to state motion given the sys
tem constraints. The controller requires only the current
head velocity, the predicted target velocity during the
move, the distance of the target from the center of the
head's field of view and the time allowed for the move.
To see how the controller achieves these behaviours we
consider the TPM algorithm it implements in the follow
ing.

3.1 Trapezoidal Profile Motion
The essence of the TPM problem, also known as the
bang-coast-bang model, is to catch a target initially a
distance Xo from the image center either in the shortest
time possible in the case of saccade or in the smoothest
way possible in the case of smooth pursuit. Both the
joints' and the target's starting velocities are potentially
non-zero and disparate. Specifically it causes an axis to
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Figure 3: Velocity profiles during trapezoidal motion for
saccade and smooth pursuit

accelerate at a constant acceleration to a pre-calculated
ceiling velocityl, coast at this velocity for a given period
and then decelerate at the same constant rate as the
initial ,acceleration until the target velocity is reached
(see figure 3). From a mathematical perspective it is
a 4 dimensional problem, where the bang acceleration
a, ceiling velocity v, move time T and total distance
travelled x are the unknowns. The initial joint velocity,
VI, the target velocity V2 and the target's initial distance
from the image center Xo are the givens.

IThe maximum absolute velocity of the TPM trajectory



Note that the rate ofdecelerationis equal to the rate of
acceleration.

IfTe is the timespenticoastingattheceiling velocity,
the total time of the trapezoidal profile motion.· is

where s is positive ifthe head accelerates from VI to V

and negative if it decelerates.

Similarly the time taken to decelerate from .• the ceiling
velocity to the target velocity V2 .is

The Algorithm
Since the acceleration a is assumed to be constant, the
time taken by the head to accelerate .from its initial ve
locity VI to the ceiling velocity viis

. Figure 4: Position profiles during trapezoidal motion for
saccade and smooth pursuit .
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but can also be considered as the sum of the initial dis
tance of the target from the foveal center Xo and the
distance travelled by the target during the move

if (VI - V2)2 +·4xoa ~ 0
otherwise

(7)

If these values are in excess of the maximum allowable
velocity of the head, the time constraint isunrealiseable.
In this eventuality there are two possibilities:

• The move time is replaced by the smallest possible
time give:nthecon.straints{amounting to a saccade)

is calculated anclhence Tis deduced.

Equation (6) also defines the value of s. In particular it
must be such \thatthepperand of the radical is greater
oJ:'equaltozero, ·.. hence:

{ .•:;:••••~1

SnioothPursuit
In smoothpl1rsuitwewishtomovefrom one positioIl and
velocitystatet6the iIlext in a given amount of time with
the optimal smoothness (see·Fig. ·5).···To achieve this the
accelerationinmoying to and from the ceiling velocity
must be.assIIlall\as possible. Again •• both the coasting
and~o-coasting.cas=smentioneda~oveare.Televant and
againiwestart by assuming that the coasting time is zero
initially, from which (1), (2),.(4).and (5) yield:

v= £±2~J4x2 __ 4Tx(Vl + V,2) + 2T2(vi + v~). (8)

\V~ereithesmaller ••...• ofthetwo •• values is taken if V2 is
greater than VI and. vice-versa...•• But .if both of these
values.are .inexcess ..of the maximum.. allowed velocity,
accel=rationiandvelociEy.ini(l), (2), .(4) and (5) are re
placed by theirrespective maxima from which

T
c

= ... ;;li<{(S ..~v+ W... vl.)Ta+Cs -v+ V2 v2)Ta- xo),
V2 - s·. v.. ... ...... 2 2

(4)

(5)

(3)

The distance traveled by the head during the action is

s . V + VI T T S • v + V2 T
X = 2 a + S • V e + 2 d,

With these general TPM equations the specifics of sac
cade and smooth pursuit can now be developed.

Saccade
Saccades involve changing .the head's current position
and velocity state to that of the target, as inferred by
its previous states, in the shortest time possible (see Fig.
4) . Motion smoothness is not a concern and hence accel
eration is set to its maximuftrpossible magnitude. Two
cases can arise:

• 'rll.eceiling •. velocity required •for the action is less
than •the •maximum.\ allowed .velocity and hence no
time is .spentcoasting.

• The theoretical ceiling\ivelocity required for theac
tion'js .• greater than the maximum allowed velocity
and. hence some time .must be.· spent. coasting (see
figure 3)

It is useful to assume·Tcas initially ·being zero. so that
(1), (2), (4) and (5) yield
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c>c
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4 Implementation and Results
In principle a TPM controller is simple and elegant. Be
ing able to perform both saccades and smooth pursuit
(with optimal smoothness), it is also both compact and
functional. Figure 7 shows the flow diagram for a com
plete tracking system using template matching in con
junction with TPM control. The controller identifies
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Figure 5: Tracking a sinusoidal target with trapezoidal
profile motion at 8Hz

Figure 7: Flow chart for the gaze controller.

and the move is completed. In addition an error
code is returned to the controller.

• The move is aborted and an error code is returned
to the controller.

Figure 6: Sequence of two real-time experimental sac
cades

three major states: Search, Saccade and Smooth Pur
suit. In the search phase the point with the highest cor
relation value above some limit C is identified as the
location of the target in the image. The value of C is de
termined empirically. Since the target can potentially be
anywhere in the field of view, the full image is used as the
search window. Once located, the controller then tracks
the target statically for three sample periods in order to
predict its velocity and position in the next frame. With
this information it instigates a saccade to center the ob
ject as quickly as possible. To test whether the saccade
was successful, a 32x32 pixel search window around the
image center is cross-correlated with the template. If
the peak result is less than C, the target is considered
lost and the search state is resumed. Otherwise the sac
cade is deemed successful and the controller commences
smooth pursuit.

Figure 8 shows the position, error and velocity curves
for a sequence involving the search, fixation and smooth
pursuit of a human head using an ear template. A move
time of 30ms was used to ensure processor delays ,did
not cause any mismatch between predicted target posi
tion and actual target position during the 30Hz loop cy
cle. The initial instability is due to template projection
variance' subsequent to saccade. We propose to over
come this by investigating the use of alternative vision
processing techniques such as colour matching, zero dis
parity filtering and optic flows.

5 Conclusion
The mechanical design of the head has proven reliable
and capable. As well as reducing mass-in-motion, cable
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In the case of HyDrA, the controller has been imple
mented to initiate a saccade if the minimum possible
ceiling velocity is above the physical limits of the head.
If both the values in (8) are feasible, the smaller of the
two values is taken if V2 is greater than VI and vice-versa.

Finally, the operand of the radical in (8) is never negative
and so the s term can be neglected.
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Figure 8: Search, saccade and tracking an oscillating
target with a 30ms move time.
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driven joints have zero backlash allowing for high reso
lution and faster response. In addition we have shown
that TPM can be used to implement a controller capa-

. ble of both saccades and smooth pursuit. A common
algorithm for both saccadesand smooth pursuit is ad
vantageous in its simplicity and, compactness of design.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the controller tem
plate matching was employed in conjunction with TPM
to track a human head. However, template matching is
too simplistic a vision strategy and hence future work
will invest~gate, colour matching, optic flows and zero
disparity filtering.
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